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Annex 30: Apprenticeships

Apprenticeships

1. Section 1 outlines the policy intention that sta� will not su�er a detriment to their

basic pay when they undertake apprenticeships as part of agreed career

development: 

“1.25 In order that sta� do not experience a detriment to their basic pay as a

consequence of undertaking career development beneficial to both them and the

service, the following pay preservation provision applies.

1.26 This provision covers situations where an existing employee commits to

undertake a formal apprenticeship programme in agreement with their current or

another NHS employer which, on successful completion, would qualify them for a

role where the evaluated pay band is the same as or higher than the band of their

current post. In such cases, for the duration of that programme their basic pay will

be the higher of the following - 

The rate for the apprenticeship role that new entrants to the service would

receive. 

The pay step point they would receive had they remained in the role they were

employed in immediately before commencing the apprenticeship programme. This
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will include eligibility for pay step progression during the apprenticeship as

if they had remained in their prior role.”

2. This provision extends to basic pay only.  Eligibility for enhancements

will be based on the contractual requirements of the apprenticeship role. 

If the apprenticeship role does a�ract enhancements the rate of payment

will be based on the preserved pay band.  If the apprenticeship role does

not a�ract enhancements, previous entitlement to enhancements is not

preserved.

3. For the purposes of Section 1, 1.26 a formal apprenticeship programme

is a period of employment accompanied by a requirement to study for a

formal qualification. For an apprenticeship to qualify it needs to have been

approved for delivery by the relevant statutory body, be delivered by a

registered training provider and have a registered end point assessment

organisation.

4. The provision of basic pay preservation continues to apply, for eligible

sta�, on return to an apprenticeship following an agreed break in learning.

5. All other contractual terms continue to apply for the duration of the

apprentice programme.


